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Analysing the change in global values and its implications for our political and
economic system has a relatively rieh history, which spans back to the 1980s,

when the first World Values Survey was condueted. With the help of these data'
sets it is possible to obtain some bearing on which way the preferences ofthe
world's population are heading, and get Information on phenomena such as at-

titudes on competition and free markets, social expenditures or bribery. This
is particularly useful when we wish to analyse changes in consumption, religion or attitudes towards minorities of agiven country or aregion. The goal of
this book is to analyse the World Values Survey and define the determinants of

ign pro

values which characterise certain eultures and/or civilizations. By doing so the

book aims at adding to the scientific discourse in three areas: values as deter

minants ofeconomic growth; how values characterize certain eultures, and last
whether the relative decline ofthe power of the Global North can be correlated

with changes in its own values. The authors adopt Promax Factor Analysis to
investigate the relationships within the dataset of the World Values Survey and
to underline their points.

The first chapter of the book investigates the development of global value
research. It introduces the coneept ofarelationship between the loss in religious
values and a rise in the shadow economy. The authors argue, based on Robert
Barro's research, that religion affects economic outcomes by fostering religious
beliefs which may influence individual characteristics such as thrift, work ethic
and honesty. This is an interesting coneept which may answer why the Global
North is in decline. However we should remark at this point that aecording to for
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instance Paul Kennedy, the decline of empires had nothing to do with religton

Catholic Spain in the 16'" and 17* Century for instance was deeply religious and

its decline had more to do with imperial overslretch, complacency and the sudden

acquisition ofwealth. By acquiring new riches from South Amenca the population ofSpain was notpushed to perform and work, simply put, they were not hun-

gry enough to progress. It is no surprise that World War 2was amajor incubator

for Innovation, as people were pushed to the Hmit as at no time in history betöre
The ouestion therefore is: what is pushing the Global North to perform at its peak

of capacity? The authors also mtroduce the works of the 14* Century Arab socologist and historian Ibn Khaldun. According to Ibn Khaldun, changes within the
society can be attributed to the changes in values (similar to Paul Kennedy, how-

ever the main variable is not necessarily religion as mentioned by Robert Barro).
It can be assessed within the span offour generations: the first generation reta.ns

desert qualities, desert toughness and savagery. The second generation dunng a
life ofcomparative ease and authority get used to alife of luxury and plenty, and
the population gets used to obedience. The third generation has mainly torgotten
the life of desert life and toughness as if it had never existed, and luxury reaches
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If we are assess.ng countries of the Global North we can see, that for instance
recruitment for the armies is at an all-time low, less people are willmg to put their
lives at risk of danger for acountry which no longer honours them. In the remain-
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generation cannot defend itself, thus by the fourth generation it will be destroyed.

der of the chapter the authors providc a detailed analysis of the Standard eco
nomic growth theories and attempt to quantify how the loss of religious values

has led to the rise of the shadow economy. The authors quantify the propensity

for having ashadow economy by assessing how people respond to the idea ofnot

paying on the public transport System. Interestingly enough msecular countries
the avoidancc for paying fares is far higher than in religious countries, making it
more likely to have aproportionally larger shadow economy, which in turn may
lead to lower rates of economic growth.

Chapters 3 4and 5contain awealth of interesting and thought provokmg
ideas It is in Chapter 3where the authors start building on the analysis of the

shadow economy (which they began in Chapter 1) and try to quantify its effects
on the economy. Measuring the size of the shadow economy poses a number
of challenges, however the authors introduce several methods with which we
can judge the size of it. For instance, ihe authors find a negative relationship
between the shadow economy and the level of developmcnt, demoeraey and
press freedom. Factors which may increase the size of the shadow economy include- increased tax bürden, rising State regulatory activities, low tax morale,
lower institutional quality and trust in the surroundings. Chapter 4contains the
Societv and Economy 37 (2015)
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with religion.
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Hofstede, Shalom Schwartz, Eldad Davidov and Ronald Inglehart. The above

indthe sudden

mentioned authors provide to some extent different viewpoints for the measure-

ca the popula-

mentof national values. For Hofstede (p. 141) the variables are power distance;
individualism vs. collectivism; masculinity vs. femininity; uncertainty avoidance
index; long-term orientation and indulgencc vs. restraint. Just as an example the
uncertainty avoidance index deals with a society's tolerance for uncertainty and
ambiguity, and it assesses to what extent the individuals within the society can
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basis for understanding global values research. It introduces the works of Geert

deal with a novel Situation. The results show that the index is highest in Roman
Catholic and Orthodox eultures and lowest in Protestant eultures and Southeast
Asia. For Schwartz and Davidov (p. 156), there are seven dimensions for the

comparative analysis ofglobal values: embeddedness, hierarchy, mastery, affec
tive autonomy, intellectual autonomy, egalitarianism and harmony. According to
the authors, Muslim societies rank very high on values of embeddedness which

can be characterised by Iraits such as social order, the respect for tradition, obe-

dience, politencss, national security, devoutness, honouring ofeiders etc. Ingle
hart (p. 169) characterises values as traditional values and self-expression values.
When survival is uncertain, cultural diversity may seem threatening and people
will stick to traditional gender roles or emphasize familiär norms to maximize

predietability in an uncertain world. However, when survival is taken for granted,
diversity is not only tolerated, but positively valued since it is something new
and interesting in an otherwtse materialistic and similar world. The analysis of
the data in the chapter shows that not surprisingly Australia, New Zealand and
the US are the most self-expression oriented countries, whereas the most survival

oriented are the ones where the Orthodox Christian heritage is strongest such
as Belarus, Russia or the Ukraine. In Chapter 5 the authors provide the results
of the re-analysis of the World Values Survey based on their own dimension of

factors which complemcnts the analysis ofthe authors mentioned in the previous
chapter. On page 229 the authors make one oftheir most thought provoking and
controversial Statements when they say"with great caution that there is a certain

ught provoking
analysis of the

trend towards racism and traditional religion in too many places in the global
Muslim Community (Umma), and alack ofthe values oftolerance and respect in

intify its effects

too many places in the global Muslim Community (Umma), all compared to the

loses a number

global Community ofhumankind" Anotlier very interesting result of Chapter 5
is the low values ofRussia in the avoidance ofauthoritarian character (p. 263),
which may explain to some extent the lack ofregime change and worsening dem-
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The remainder ofthe book (Chapters 6-12) addresses important issues such
as feminism in the Muslim world and find that it is not really the religion which
influences how women live, but the region they live in. Another issue which
.Stielt"(yand Economy 37 12015)
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the authors discuss is Arabic opinioti of issues such as Separation of religious
practices from political and social life or Separation of religion from politics, and
whether these factors are requirements of a democratic country. These chapters
however not only provide the result of eeonomctric analysis, but also endeavour
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ing and the livelihood of people in modern history. Such an example can be seen
for instance on page 339 when the authors conduct a Promax Factor Analysis of
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The book of Arno Tausch, Almas Heshmati and Hichem Karoui is not only
recommended for those who wish to read an update on how global values have

tions and the n

to combine the results ofthe calculations with classic lexts which shaped the liv-

changed in thelastcouple of years, but also for those who wantto takea broader
perspective and understand some of the philosophical underpinnings of value
change. It is a really interesting and thought provoking addition to the literature and helps us understand, with quantifiable variables, how values in certain
regions have changed in the last couple of years and what implications these
might carry.
Andräs Tetenyi
Assistant professor
Corvinus University of Budapest
Emai 1: andras. letenyi@uni-corvi nus,hu
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The Handbook ofthe Political Economy of Financial Crises - published by Ox
ford University Press - is one ofthe many recent efforts to better understand the
dynamics,causes and implications ofthe Great Recession. The contributors come
from a wide ränge of ideological backgrounds and offer their insight on topics
ranging from produclive incoherence (llene Grabe!) to world money (Costas La-
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pavistas). Inaddition to an overview ofthe theoretical and empirical contributions

James Crotty'

to the field, the handbook outlines four policy Solutions to address the potentially
disastrous effects of financial crises: a) capital controls, b) macroeconomic managemenl to discourage excessive capital inflows, c) regional Cooperation in the
periphery to ameüorate the effects of shocks that emerge from the major financial
centre and d) global initiatives, notably world money, to reduce the ability of the
centre to wreak havoc on the rest ofthe System.
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